TOY #125

NAME:  Rainbow color cones

# OF PIECES:  10 pieces

AGE:  2 + years

Level: preschool kinder

PRICE: $20.00

MANUFACTURE: Learning Resources
(Scholars Choice)

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgiisiri/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268473%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION:  2 ice cream cones
8 coloured scoops of ice cream:
    red, yellow, orange, pink, blue, white, brown, green

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Learn colours while serving everyone’s favourite food.
Mix and match the colourful scoops to build giant cones. Turn each scoop over to see
the name of the colour inside.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Physical
    -fine motor skills
    -hand eye coordination
Language
    -recognition of words
    -colour identification
Social
    -role playing
    -sharing and taking turns
Cognitive
    -math (counting)

TOY LENDING LIBRARY

ST. LAWERENCE COLLEGE

THIS SHEET MUST BE RETURNED WITH TOY